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“My market is just so competitive… we have little control when it comes to loan 

pricing.” 

“Most of our new loans are to existing relationships.” 

“We have so much liquidity…we just need to book loans and then we will start 

worrying about pricing.”  

Others I’m sure are thinking that this pricing stuff is too theoretical. And 

surprisingly, there are a few of you thinking that your market is actually less 

competitive now, and you can pretty much price how you like, so you don’t need 

to bother with this either.  

My short, polite answer to each of you thinking something like this is that, you 

need and would benefit from a loan pricing discipline more than anyone. But 

since you’re the skeptics, let me try to relatively quickly address each of your 

concerns.  

“This won’t work, my market is just too competitive!”  

 

Does a very competitive market reduce the need to know the profitability of the 

business you are about to put on the books for the next year or, in most cases, 

for many years? I would make the case that the more competitive your market, 

the more important it is to know the profitability of the business you are about to 

book. In fact, if you are in a competitive situation, a few basis points may be the 

difference between winning the deal or not. A disciplined loan pricing process 

would provide lenders the ability to quickly vary rate, fee, term, re-pricing, add 

deposits, and exchange collateral to make a loan more attractive for the borrower 

and meet your pricing objectives.  

Let me raise 3 critical questions about a bank’s pricing process in a 

hypercompetitive market:  

1. How do your lenders draw the line in the sand? 
2. Are you sure, absolutely sure, that you are winning the right deals and 

walking from the right deals?  
3. Are your lenders winning or walking consistently?  

I can’t say this enough, most banks walk on some of the highest quality loans in 

their market because they can’t believe the deals being offered by bigger banks. 

These loans are often much more profitable than they first appear.  
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Some Borrowers Really Like Your Bank 

No matter what the competitive environment or a bank’s liquidity, every bank has 

a lot of pricing situations where an existing borrower knows and likes the bank, 

has a good relationship with the lender, and for whatever reason is not shopping 

the deal. Without a disciplined pricing process, lenders are typically either 

shooting from the hip or “getting the most that they can.” Either way, they are 

almost certainly leaving money on the table.  

In non-competitive situations, lenders typically price deals very similarly, so most 

banks end up having a few standard pricing offers. For example, a three-year 

fully amortizing deal at 6.00% with a $250 fee. The problem with this approach is 

that although each deal has similarities, each deal is different (particularly when 

pricing business loans or ag loans): amount of deposits, collateral considerations, 

loan size, etc. With a disciplined approach, the lender might need to charge a 

little higher rate, a slightly higher fee or get more deposits to reach the bank’s 

profitability objective. Hopefully, we can all agree that on a deal with no 

competition the bank just needs to offer something that seems reasonable. 

Therefore, the lender will almost definitely be able to get a little more; they just 

need to know how much more to ask for.  

Frankly, this situation applies to every bank; the question with this segment of 

your customer base is whether this represents 20 percent of your bank’s business 

or 80 percent. Although it is possible that you can’t get a dime more on your 

competitive deals, most banks can dramatically increase their rates and fees on 

these less pricesensitive customers. For some banks this averages an extra 15 

or 20 basis points, and for many banks it is over 50 basis points more.  

We just need to grow our loan portfolio and then we can start to 

focus on loan pricing. 

This scenario is extremely dangerous. I’ve heard bankers in this situation with 

strategies as extreme as saying any loan beats fed funds or the investment 

alternative. While this is certainly true, management is creating an environment 

where lenders have very little incentive to get paid appropriately for either credit 

risk or interest rate risk. This pricing philosophy is likely to result in a spiraling 

down in rates and weaker and weaker pricing over time as competitors are forced 

to price down to retain loans. Worse yet, given that competitors are likely to be 

especially defensive with their best quality borrowers, often this strategy will result 

in minimal growth of “A” credits and be heavily weighted toward “B” and “C” 

credits. Further, when the loan growth campaign is over, a precedent has been 

set with borrowers that is usually difficult to reverse.  
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A more effective approach to accelerate loan growth can be easily achieved 

through a more disciplined loan pricing process. Specifically, by setting 

profitability objectives by loan type, loan grade, and market, management can 

make sure that lenders are very competitive only on those deals that really require 

aggressive pricing and are maintaining pricing, or hopefully improving pricing, on 

all other loans.  
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works for both the customer and the bank, while improving NIM and loan growth.  
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